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Abstract:
Multi-objective optimization is the discipline of finding solutions to problems that possess more than one
objective. Such problems usually do not feature a single solution that has optimal values for each objective. Instead, we obtain a set of Pareto optimal solutions that can only be improved in one objective by
simultaneously deteriorating another objective. Preferences of a decision maker are required to make a
choice among the Pareto optimal set. Scalarization is a preference articulation method that maps the
vector of objective values to a real number. This technique induces a total order on the objective space
and thereby allows the identification of global preference optima on the set of Pareto optimal solutions.
Solving a scalarized multi-objective problem usually leads to obtaining only a single solution out of the
Pareto optimal set. One solution, however, yields no information about the shape and composition of the
Pareto front. Such information, however, is crucial for humans to review their choice as research in economics and psychology has shown. Scalarization might also not capture the true preferences of a decision maker in their entirety, since aggregation always causes loss of information. Therefore, the decision
maker might choose differently if he had other options available.
Novel approaches are discussed in this talk that ameliorate the negative impact of the aforementioned
issues. Preference-biased Pareto front approximations use scalarized preference information to compute
Pareto front approximations that find more solutions in regions that are interesting to the decision maker
while retaining the scope of the entire front. Local preference optima are solutions that possess optimal
scalarization values in their immediate neighborhood, but may be situated far apart in the objective space.
A method for computing such solutions is presented. Both techniques provide a decision maker with more
alternatives that allow him to assess additional tradeoffs and thereby make a qualified choice. The talk
also features a discussion of said methods to real-world applications in smart building optimization, the
optimization of a combined heat and power plant and windmill placement.
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